
 
 

Update/Feature Description 

 
NEW FEATURE: Dashboard >> Custom 

Templates & Standard Templates 

 

Contify platform now offers templates in 

Dashboard module: 

  

Standard Templates: Setup by Contify, 

available to all users while creating widgets in 

dashboards 

1. The standard templates will be created 

by Contify on an ongoing basis, and such 

templates will be available for all users 

to leverage while creating widgets 

2. These are accessible to users inside the 

‘Standard’ tabs of Templates and Library 

sections in the Create Widget popup 

3. These templates cannot be modified 

and are offered as a part of Contify 

standard solution 

 

Custom Templates: Custom templates can be 

setup at a client-level. Such templates will be 

created for a client, and will only be visible to 

that particular client account 

1. These are accessible to users inside the 

‘Custom’ tabs of Templates and Library 

sections in the Create Widget popup 

2. These templates can be modified on-

demand and will be offered as a part of 

bespoke client-specific solution 

 



NEW FEATURE: Dashboard >> Pre-

defined query widgets 

Contify platform offers widgets that auto-

populate data at the time of creation: 

 

Key Updates Widget: This is available under 

the ‘Standard’ tab of Library section in the 

Create Widget popup 

1. While creating this widget, user will be 

prompted to specify a company 

2. Once the company is specified and 

widget is created, the widget will display 

all the Key Updates (Top News) for the 

specified company in the widget. No 

need to create a Saved Search to feed 

data in the widget! 

Company Overview Widget: This is also 

available under the ‘Standard’ tab of Library 

section in the Create Widget popup 

1. While creating this widget, user will be 

prompted to specify a company 

2. Once the company is specified and 

widget is created, the widget will display 

firmographic information for the 

specified company in the widget. No 

need to create a Saved Search to feed 

data in the widget! 

3. The data inside the widget is driven by 

Company Profile (in Contify admin site), 

and will only display information if 

LinkedIn ‘Description’ is available. In the 

future, the fetching of company 

description from LinkedIn will also be 

automated 

 

 

NEW FEATURE: Integration >> MS 

Teams 

 

Just like Slack, Contify platform now can 

integrate with MS Teams to send information 

from Contify platform to MS Teams channels. 

 

NEW FEATURE: Integration >> Email 

Integration 

 

Users can add Primary Intel using this email 

integration.  More details in the help doc. 

 

FEATURE IMPROVEMENT: Newsfeed >> 

Analysis Tab >> Summarization via BERT 

ML Model 

 

The Facts and Summary under the Analysis tab 

on each news card in the newsfeed is now 

generated using the BERT ML Model. This will 

enhance the accuracy and relevancy of 

automated analysis of each update 

 

https://icsau.com/click?redirect=https%3A%2F%2Fhelp.contify.com%2Femail-integration-with-contify-platform&dID=1675098539627&linkName=help%20doc


FEATURE IMPROVEMENT: Dashboard 

>> Newsfeed Widget >> Expanded view 

to display intro/summary 

 

In dashboard newsfeed widget, there is a new 

toggle introduced that will now expand the 

newsfeed widget to display the news intro/ 

summary (as it’s written in the news card). 

 

FEATURE IMPROVEMENT: Dashboard 

>> Option to add border in widgets 

 

Users can add border in dashboard widgets. 

Currently, there are 4 color options available. 

The idea is to allow analysts to highlight a 

particular widget, or to visually club a few 

widgets together. 

 

FEATURE IMPROVEMENT: Dashboard 

>> Option to add border in widgets 

 

Users can add border in dashboard widgets. 

Currently, there are 4 color options available. 

The idea is to allow analysts to highlight a 

particular widget, or to visually club a few 

widgets together. 

 

FEATURE IMPROVEMENT: User 

Analytics >> ‘Score’ logic 

 

The logic of how each user ‘Score’ is calculated 

in User Analytics is displayed at the end of the 

page. 

 

 
 
 
 


